
Type-Based Flow Analysis:From Polymorphi Subtyping to CFL-Reahability.Jakob Rehof Manuel F�ahndrihMirosoft ResearhOne Mirosoft Way, Redmond WA 98052frehof,mafg�mirosoft.omAbstratWe present a novel approah to salable implementation oftype-based ow analysis with polymorphi subtyping. Usinga new presentation of polymorphi subtyping with instanti-ation onstraints, we are able to apply ontext-free language(CFL) reahability tehniques to type-based ow analysis.We develop a CFL-based algorithm for omputing ow in-formation in time O(n3), where n is the size of the typedprogram. The algorithm substantially improves upon thebest previously known algorithm for ow analysis based onpolymorphi subtyping with omplexity O(n8). Our teh-nique also yields the �rst demand-driven algorithm for poly-morphi subtype-based ow-omputation. It works diretlyon higher-order programs with strutured data of �nite type(unbounded data strutures are inorporated via �nite ap-proximations), supports ontext-sensitive, global ow sum-marization and inludes polymorphi reursion.1 IntrodutionType-based program analyses have reeived muh attention(see, e.g., [Hei95, PO95, Mos96, HM97, NNH99, FRD00b℄).Attrative properties of suh analyses inlude: they typ-ially work diretly on higher-order programs with stru-tured datatypes, they provide a natural separation betweenthe spei�ation (type system) and implementation of theanalysis, and standard tehniques from type theory are ap-pliable to reason about properties (e.g., soundness, om-pleteness) of the analysis.Type-based ow analysis traks the ow of values by an-notating type struture with ow labels `, representing val-ues at spei� program points (see, e.g., [Mos96, NNH99℄).Answering queries of the form \Does any value at programpoint `1 ow to program point `2" solves many stati anal-ysis problems suh as �nding potential pointer aliases, de-termining possible targets of indiret funtion alls, and de-limiting storage esapement. This paper studies eÆienttehniques to answer suh queries in the setting of type-based ow analysis with polymorphi subtyping. Based onthe polymorphi type struture of the program, our analysis

is ontext-sensitive, i.e., it avoids spurious ow between dif-ferent alling ontexts. Subtyping further enhanes analysispreision by modeling a diretional (non-symmetri) notionof value ow, see, e.g., [Hei95℄.While eah of the features { polymorphism and subtyp-ing { are established as pratial omponents of type infer-ene systems, their simultaneous ombination in polymor-phi subtyping is not: saling up polymorphi subtype in-ferene to even moderately realisti program sizes is an out-standing open problem. This paper presents a new attak onthe saling problem for subtyping-based polymorphi owanalysis.The main ontributions of this paper are:� A novel presentation of polymorphi subtyping, us-ing instantiation onstraints (also known as semi-uni�ation onstraints [Hen93℄). Based on this pre-sentation, we are able to apply Context-Free Language(CFL) Reahability [Yan90, RHS95, MR00℄ tehniquesto ompute diretional, ontext-sensitive ow informa-tion for higher-order programs in polymorphi subtyp-ing systems (inluding polymorphi reursion).� Our resulting algorithm improves the asymptoti om-plexity of the best previously known algorithm [Mos96℄based on polymorphi subtyping from O(n8) to O(n3),where n is the size of the typed program Programs areexplixitly typed, and n measures the size of the pro-gram and the size of the expliit types in the program.In theory, n an be exponential in program size but islose to program size in pratie [Mit96℄).� Our results open the door to new implementation teh-niques for ow omputation with polymorphi subtyp-ing. First, by obviating the need to simplify and opysystems of subtyping onstraints, our tehnique mayirumvent one of the main saling inhibitors for suhsystems. Seond, our algorithm leads to demand-driventehniques, whih, to our knowledge, have not been ob-tained before with polymorphi subtyping.In a previous paper [FRD00b℄ we have presented a owanalysis in polymorphi type systems based on instantiationonstraints but without subtyping. The present paper pro-vides a substantial generalization of [FRD00b℄ through theinorporation of subtyping.In order to keep the present paper within limits, somedetails and proofs are omitted. These an be found in[FRD00a℄.In the remainder of this introdution we desribe thelanguage framework we use for our ow analysis.



� 2 Types � ::= int j � ! � j � � �e 2 Termse ::= x j n j (e1, e2) j �x:�:e j e1 e2 jlet f = e1 in e2 j f i jletre f : � = e1 in e2 jif0 e0 then e1 else e2 j �j eFigure 1: Objet language` 2 Labels� 2 Labeled Types� ::= int ` j �!` � j � �` �Figure 2: Annotated types1.1 Objet languageFigure 1 shows the language we use to illustrate our owanalysis. It is a higher-order funtional language ontainingintegers (n), pairs, lambda-abstrations, onditionals (test-ing for 0), reursive funtions, and pair seletion (�j). Ourlanguage is typed using a standard monomorphi type sys-tem. Monomorphi types are ranged over by � . The lan-guage distinguishes between �-bound variables x and let- orletre-bound variables f . Our objet language is expliitlytyped, i.e., we assume that the type struture of programsis given in the form of type annotations on �- and letre-bound variables, written x : � and f : � , respetively. Usesof let- and letre-bound variables f i are annotated with aninstantiation site i, distinguishing all ourrenes of suhvariables.1.2 Annotated typesSine we are interested in ow, we will annotate type on-strutors with ow labels `, and we will allow labels on ex-pressions, e`. Annotated types are written � and are de�nedin Figure 2. Annotated types will be used as a tehnialdevie for performing ow analysis on programs of the ob-jet language shown in Figure 1, they do not belong to thatlanguage itself. Erasing all labels from an annotated typeresults in a monomorphi type of the objet language. Thereader should think of the ow label annotations as beingsuperimposed on the types of the objet language, and owanalysis will be spei�ed later using a separate type systemfor assigning annotated types to programs. To distinguishbetween annotated types and the types of the objet lan-guage, we sometimes refer to the latter as underlying types,and the type system of the objet language is alled theunderlying type system.The underlying types of let- and letre-bound variablesare given monomorphi types in the underlying type system,but label annotations on types of let- and letre-bound vari-ables will be treated polymorphially by our ow analysis.We will allow polymorphi reursion [My84, Hen93℄ overow labels, as found in [Mos96℄. We will also allow our owanalysis to exploit subtyping relations over ow labels, writ-ten `1 � `2, to represent the fat that a value identi�ed by

let id = �x:int `1.x`2in ((idi 0`3)`4 , (idj 1`5)`6)end Figure 3: Example program elabel `1 ows to the program point labeled `2, in the style of[Hei95, Mos96℄. As in the ase of polymorphism, subtypingbelongs to the ow analysis framework and is not part ofthe objet language.Eah of the features { polymorphism and subtyping overow labels { enhane the preision of type-based ow anal-ysis [Hei95, Mos96℄, and when ombined into one system wearrive at ow analysis based on polymorphi subtyping asstudied in this paper. The polymorphi treatment of owlabels will allow a ertain form of ontext-sensitivity (valuesonly ow interproedurally through well-mathed all-returnsequenes of funtions) and subtyping allows us to treat owdiretionally (the fat that a value at `1 ows to `2 does notimply that a value at `2 ows to `1).The language- and analysis framework desribed abovewill be held �xed throughout most of the paper. However,in a later setion (Setion 6) we will indiate how our teh-niques an be extended to a language whose underlying typesystem is polymorphi.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se-tion 2 reviews problems in ombining polymorphism andsubtyping and skethes our solution. Setion 3 presentspolymorphi subtyping with instantiation onstraints. Se-tion 4 de�nes our ow relation based on CFL-reahability.Setion 5 presents a ubi time algorithm for omputing allow queries. Setion 6 shows that our tehniques extendto polymorphi and reursive types in the underlying typestruture. Setion 7 disusses related work, and Setion 8onludes.2 Flow analysis with polymorphi subtypingSaling up type inferene for polymorphism ombined withsubtyping remains a hallenging problem. In this setion,we �rst identify two major problems with urrent imple-mentation tehniques for ow analysis based on polymor-phi subtyping (Setion 2.1 and Setion 2.2). In Setion 2.3and Setion 2.4 we then give an intuitive overview of oursolution.We illustrate our tehniques with a very simple exampleprogram e, as shown in Figure 3. We are interested in trak-ing the ow of onstants 0 and 1 labeled with `3 and `5. Wewill do so by performing type inferene over the annotatedtypes in the program (our explanation will be intuitive, andthe type system used will be preisely de�ned later).2.1 Problem 1: Constraint opyingAll previous work in polymorphi subtype inferene is basedon quali�ed polymorphi types. In our setting of ow analy-sis, a quali�ed polymorphi type has the form8~̀:C ) �In this type, quanti�ation ours over ow labels, and � isan annotated type, whih typially ontains labels that are



quanti�ed. The omponent C is a set of aptured subtypingonstraints over ow labels of the form ` � `0, qualifying thetype �. Sine C may ontain quanti�ed labels from ~̀, suhan approah gives rise to opies of the aptured onstraintsat all instantiation sites for that type, as we will illustratenext.A standard 1 polymorphi onstrained type (see, e.g.,[Smi94, TS96, Mos96℄) for our example funtion id of Fig-ure 3 is 8`1`2:f`1 � `2g ) int`1 ! int`2In this typing, the onstraint set f`1 � `2g aptures the fatthat any value (represented by `1) passed as argument to idows to the result of the funtion (represented by `2).In a opy-based framework, program e is typed by opyingthe onstraint set f`1 � `2g assoiated with id at eah ofthe instantiation sites idi and idj . At instantiation site i,the label `1 on the domain type of id gets opied to thelabel `3, beause `3 labels the atual argument 0 at all sitei. The label `2 of the range type of id gets opied to thelabel `4, beause `4 labels the result of the all. Beause thetype of id is onstrained by `1 � `2, the onstraint set asa whole gets opied into the set f`3 � `4g at site i. By asimilar argument, the onstraint set f`1 � `2g gets opiedinto f`5 � `6g at site j. After these steps we arrive at thestandard polymorphi typing judgment for ef`3 � `4; `5 � `6g; ; ` e : int `4 � int`6 (1)Suh a typing has four omponents, from left to right: a setof subtype (or ow) onstraints, a type environment (hereempty), a term and a type. From this typing we an read o�interesting ow relations. For example, beause `3 � `5 is aonstraint in the type (1), we an onlude that the value 0(`3) ows to the �rst omponent of the resulting pair (`4).Similarly, we an see that the value 1 (`5) ows to the seond(`6), as indiated by the onstraint `5 � `6 in (1).Polymorphism over labels, here implemented via on-straint opying, keeps the two instantiation sites apart,mathing up a all site (e.g., idi 0`3) with its proper return(`4). This was ahieved by making two distint opies, dur-ing type inferene, of the onstraint set f`1 � `2g, one opyat instantiation site i, and another at site j. A monomorphianalysis, in ontrast, typially predits, impreisely, that ei-ther value (`3 or `5) ows to either return point (`4 or `6).The seeming need to opy subtype onstraint sets at ev-ery distint instantiation site has been identi�ed as a ma-jor problem, making it very diÆult to sale polymorphisubtyping to large programs. 2 In partiular, the problemhas generated a signi�ant amount of researh on onstraintsimpli�ation, whih aims at ompating onstraint sets be-fore they are opied [FM89, Cur90, Kae92, Smi94, EST95,Mos96, Pot96, TS96, FA96, AWP97, Reh97, FF97℄. It isunlikely that onstraint simpli�ation tehniques alone willsolve this problem, and omplete simpli�ation is a hardproblem itself [Reh98, FF97℄.2.2 Problem 2: Demand-driven ow omputationConstraint opying methods for polymorphi subtyping sys-tems are not demand-driven [Mos96℄. For instane, if we1Funtion id an be given a most general typing without any sub-typing onstraints, but we hoose the present typing for illustrativepurposes.2The small size of the onstraint set in our toy example is illusoryin pratie, of ourse.

only ask for the ow between `3 and `4 in our example pro-gram id, traditional methods still opy the onstraint setf`1 � `2g into both all sites idi and idj , even though onlythe former opy is neessary to answer the question.A related, more subtle problem is that ow queries mayoriginate at arbitrary program points. For example, we mayask whih values globally ow into the formal parameter xof the funtion de�nition id (in our example, the answer is`3 and `5, sine 0 is an atual parameter to id at all site i,and 1 is an atual parameter to id at site j). Beause opy-ing does not keep trak of the soure of onstraint opies,it does not represent the ow of values between a polymor-phi funtion and its instantiations. Reovering this infor-mation in the traditional framework has proven to be non-trivial [Mos96, FFA00℄, both in terms of omputational ex-pense and orretness, beause it requires the entire typingderivation rather than merely the �nal typing judgement ofthe program. Furthermore, it is unlear how suh tehniquesan naturally aommodate demand-driven versions.2.3 A new method based on instantiation on-straintsBoth of the problems mentioned in Setion 2.1 and 2.2 in-hibit salability of polymorphi subtype-based ow analysis.We takle these problems by introduing a new presenta-tion of polymorphi subtyping, based on instantiation on-straints. Instantiation onstraints were used in [FRD00b℄ tosupport salable ontext-sensitive ow analysis. Here, wegeneralize the approah by inorporating subtyping, and, aswe will see, this will signi�antly hange the way ow om-putation is done. We refer to our system as POLYFLOWCFL.Instead of onstrained types 8~̀:C ) �, POLYFLOWCFLuses standard quanti�ed types of the form 8~̀:�, whih aregiven meaning in ombination with a global set of on-straints. In POLYFLOWCFL, the term e from the exampleshown in Figure 3 reeives a typing of the form� `1 �i� `3; `2 �i+ `4;`1 �j� `5; `2 �j+ `6 � ; f`1 � `2g; ; ` e : � (2)where � = int`4 � int `6 . A judgment in POLYFLOWCFL has�ve omponents, from left to right: a set of instantiationonstraints I, a set of ow onstraints C, a type environment(here empty), a term and a type.The instantiation onstraints I expliitly represent thelabel substitutions 'i and 'j given by'i = f`1 7! `3; `2 7! `4gand 'j = f`1 7! `5; `2 7! `6gThese substitutions are used at instantiation sites i and j,respetively, to produe instanes of id's type int`1 ! int`2 .In the onstraint set I, the substitution 'i is represented bythe onstraints `1 �i� `3; `2 �i+ `4, and 'j is representedby `1 �j� `5; `2 �j+ `6. In a onstraint opying framework,'i and 'j are applied at sites i and j to opy the subtypeonstraint set f`1 � `2g assoiated with id, yielding f`3 �`4g at site i and f`5 � `6g at site j. In our instantiationonstraints, The indies i and j serve to keep substitutionsat distint instantiation sites apart.The ruial di�erene of POLYFLOWCFL to opy-basedsystems is that we avoid onstraint opying altogether:



� Instead of expliitly representing opies of the originalonstraint system (f`1 � `2g), only the substitutionsneessary to reate them are represented. The on-straint opies are thereby impliitly given in terms ofthe original set (f`1 � `2g) and the instantiation on-straints.Having addressed the opy-problem from Setion 2.1, wenow show how the ow at all instantiation sites is reov-erable in a ompletely demand-driven fashion through theombination of ow and instantiation onstraints. Supposethat we demand to know where `3 ows. Drawing ow on-straint f`1 � `2g as a direted edge from `1 to `2 and draw-ing instantiation onstraints `1 �i� `3; `2 �i+ `4 for site i asdotted edges, we reover the ow from `3 to `4 at instanti-ation site i by ompleting the following diagram, the lowerdashed edge representing the "reovered" ow onstraint:`1�i��� )) `2�i+��`3 55U _ i `4Label `3 represents the atual argument at all-site i and `4represents the result at all-site i. Intuitively, there is owfrom `3 to `4 beause the argument ows into the identityfuntion id to the formal `1, within the identity funtion tothe return value `2, and bak out of the identity funtionto the result `4 at all site i. The ow is valid beause thein-ow � and out-ow + agree on the instantiation site i.Note how the negative (�) instantiation edge `1 �i� `3represents the ow of an atual to a formal, and the positive(+) edge `2 �i+ `4 represents the ow of the result to theall-site i. The polarities p 2 f�;+g on instantiation edgesindiate their ow diretion (in-ow or out-ow). Negative� instantiation edges represent ow in the diretion oppo-site the instantiation, whereas positive + instantiation edgesrepresent ow in the diretion of the instantiation.Polarities are assigned to instantiation onstraints a-ording to the polarity of the "soure types" of instantia-tions. In our example, `1 ours negatively, `2 positivelyin the type int `1 ! int`2 of id. Instantiation polaritieswere introdued in [FRD00b℄. Disregarding polarities andinterpreting instantiation onstraints as bi-diretional owonstraints results in a omplete loss of ontext-sensitivity.We have skethed how to reover the ow on-demand,using only parts of the onstraint systems needed for thisquery. This addresses the on-demand problem from Se-tion 2.2.A further advantage of instantiation onstraints, address-ing the seond problem in Setion 2.2, is that all ow ispresent in the onstraint sets I and C obtained in a typ-ing judgment for POLYFLOWCFL. Consider for example theow of both value 0 (`3) and 1 (`5) to formal parameter x(`1). We an reover suh ow similarly to the ow abovevia `1 �i� `3 and `1 �j� `5. As mentioned in Setion 2.2, toreover suh ow in opy-based systems, the entire typingderivation is required instead of merely the �nal judgment.2.4 CFL-reahabilityHow an we systematially reover global ow from instan-tiation and ow onstraints? As we will show in this pa-per, this is best formulated as Context-Free Language (CFL)

C ` L � L C; `1 � `2 ` `1 � `2 [Id℄C ` ` � ` [Re℄C ` `0 � `1 C ` `1 � `2C ` `0 � `2 [Trans℄Figure 4: Constraint relationreahability on a graph formed by ow and instantiation on-straints (edges) and labels (nodes). Let us give the intuitionbehind this idea. We assume that in this graph negative in-stantiation onstraints are reversed and labeled with open-ing parentheses (i. Positive instantiation edges are labeledlosing parentheses )i, and ow edges with d. All ow pathsin the graph now spell words. For example, the path`3 (i�! `1 d�! `2 )i�! `4spells the word \(id)i". The invalid ow path`3 (i�! `1 d�! `2 )j�! `6spells the word \(id)j" and orresponds to alling id at in-stane i, but returning to instane j. Valid and invalid oware distinguished by membership in a partiular language.For our example, the language ontains the words (id)i and(jd)j , but no others. In general, valid ow paths are har-aterized by words with mathing sets of parentheses. Spu-rious ow paths are simply not part of that language.Mathed ow paths bear a lose resemblane to the pre-ise interproedural ow paths of mathing all- and returnsequenes studied in [RHS95℄ for the ase of �rst order pro-grams manipulating atomi data. In ontrast to this work,our analysis allows ontext-sensitive traking of the ow ofvalues through any �nite data-type, and it diretly inor-porates �nitely typed higher-order funtions, sine funtiontypes are just another kind of data-type in type-based anal-ysis. We note that, in higher-order programs, a funtionsymbol may our in ontexts that are not all sites andmathed ow may not orrespond to atual alls and re-turns. Well-mathed paths are also used in [MR00℄, wherean analysis is desribed for higher-order programs manipu-lating arbitrary strutured data. However, this analysis isontext-insensitive, whereas the presene of polymorphismin our type system provides for a form of ontext-sensitivity.On the other hand, we an only handle unbounded data-strutures (suh as lists) in an approximative way, as shownin Setion 6. The reader is referred to Setion 7 for moreomparisons with previous work.3 Polymorphi subtyping with instantiation on-straintsPOLYFLOWCFL uses polymorphi types over labels of theform 8~̀:� without qualifying onstraints. Judgments havethe form I;C;A `CFL e : �



C ` � � � C ` `1 � `2C ` int`1 � int`2 [Int℄C ` �1 � �01 C ` �2 � �02 C ` ` � `0C ` �1 �` �2 � �01 �`0 �02 [Pair℄C ` �01 � �1 C ` �2 � �02 C ` ` � `0C ` �1 !` �2 � �01 !`0 �02 [Fun℄Figure 5: Subtype relationI ` � �ip � I ` ` �ip `I; ` �ip `0 ` ` �ip `0 [Id℄I ` ` �ip `0I ` int` �ip int`0 [Int℄I ` ` �ip `0 I ` �1 �ip �01 I ` �2 �ip �02I ` �1 �` �2 �ip �01 �`0 �02 [Pair℄I ` ` �ip `0 I ` �1 �ip �01 I ` �2 �ip �02I ` �1 !` �2 �ip �01 !`0 �02 [Fun℄Figure 6: Instantiation Relationshown in Figure 7. Here, I is a set of instantiation on-straints, C is a set of ow onstraints on labels, and A is atype environment assigning types to free variables in term e.Suh a judgment means that, under the assumptions on-tained in I, C and A, term e has labeled type �.The subtyping rule [Sub℄ of Figure 7 uses standard logi,shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, for ow judgments C ` ` �`0 and subtyping judgments C ` � � �0, where C is a set ofow onstraints on labels, ` � `0.Type environment A ontains two kinds of assumptions.One has the form A0; f : (8~̀:�; ~̀0), where f is a let- orletre-bound variable. Here, 8~̀:� is the quanti�ed typeassumed for f , and ~̀0 is a vetor ontaining the labels thatare free in A0. The notation fl(�) and fl(A) denotes the freelabels ourring in � and A, respetively. The remainingtype assumptions have the form A0; x : � assigning (non-quanti�ed) labeled types to �-bound variables.Rule [Let℄ binds a let-bound variable f to a quanti�edtype, and rule [Re℄ binds a letre-bound variable f to aquanti�ed type. Notie that, in rule [Re℄, the quanti�edtype is used in typing the term e1 in the letre-binding,thereby allowing polymorphi reursion over labels. In rule[Lam℄ and [Re℄ we use the notation j�j to denote the un-derlying type that arises from the annotated type � by eras-ing all label annotations from �. In rule [Lam℄ we requirej�j = � , i.e., � must have the same struture as � , andsimilarly in rule [Re℄ for �1 and � .An instantiation onstraint ` �ip `0 states that ` instanti-ates to `0 at site i with polarity p. Instantiation onstraintsrepresent substitutions at instantiation sites. A polarity p is

either positive + or negative �, and p negates the polarityof p. Sets of instantiation onstraints are written I. Fig-ure 6 lifts instantiations to labeled types, where I ` � �ip �0expresses that � instantiates to �0 given I.Instantiation onstraints I must satisfy: for any parti-ular index i and any label `, one has3:8`0: ` �ip `0 2 I ^ ` �ip0 `00 2 I ) `0 = `00 (3)A onstraint set I thus gives rise to a olletion of substitu-tions 'i, indexed by instantiation site i, where'i(`) = `0 if ` �ip `0 2 Iand the identity everywhere else. We use the notationI ` � �ip �0 : 'to mean that given I, � instantiates to �0 under ' (i.e.,'(�) = �0).Instantiation onstraints are used in rule [Inst℄ in Fig-ure 7. From the assumption A; f : (8~̀:�; ~̀0) we derive thetype �0 for f i at instantiation site i, provided thatI ` � �ip �0 : 'holds for some ' with dom' = ~̀. Moreover, for the labels~̀0, whih are unquanti�able at the point of let- or letre-binding, we require 4I ` ~̀0 �i+ ~̀0 and I ` ~̀0 �i� ~̀0whih have the e�et that for all `0 in ~̀0, there are onstraints`0 �i+ `0 and `0 �i� `0 in I.In rule [Label℄, �[`℄ denotes the type � with top levellabel `. The rule allows a subterm e to be labeled with thetop-level label of its type, so that ow queries on labels anrefer to arbitrary subterms in the program. The remainingrules of Figure 7 are standard type rules.4 Flow relationThis setion de�nes our ow relation and ow-graphs in-dued by typing derivations. The presene of instantiationonstraints in the subtyping system leads to a lean owlogi, whih is implementable via CFL-reahability.4.1 Flow logiGiven a derivation of I;C `CFL e : �, the ow graph G =(I; C; L) is de�ned by the set of labels L appearing in thederivation, along with the ow edges C and instantiationedges I. As was explained in Setion 1, we must reoverow from `01 to `02 in the following situation:`1�i��� )) `2�i+��`01 55U _ i `023The reader familiar with semi-uni�ation will note that this ruleis enfored by the algorithm of [Hen93℄.4For ~̀0 = `01; : : : ; `0n we write I ` ~̀0 �ip ~̀0 as shorthand for I ``0j �ip `0j , j = 1 : : : n.



I;C;A `CFL e : �Base Rules I;C;A; x : � `CFL x : � [Id℄ I;C;A `CFL n` : int` [Int℄I;C;A `CFL e1 : �2 !` �1 I;C;A `CFL e2 : �2I;C;A `CFL e1 e2 : �1 [App℄I;C;A; x : � `CFL e : �0 j�j = �I; C;A `CFL �`x:�:e : � !` �0 [Lam℄I;C;A `CFL e1 : �1 I;C;A `CFL e2 : �2I;C;A `CFL (e1; e2)` : �1 �` �2 [Pair℄I;C;A `CFL e : �1 �` �2I;C;A `CFL �j e : �j [Proj j = 1; 2℄I;C;A `CFL e0 : int` I;C;A `CFL e1 : � I;C;A `CFL e2 : �I;C;A `CFL if e0 then e1 else e2 : � [Cond℄I;C;A `CFL e : � C ` � � �0I;C;A `CFL e : �0 [Sub℄ I;C;A `CFL e : �[`℄I;C;A `CFL e` : � [Label℄Polymorphi Rules I;C;A `CFL e1 : �1I;C;A; f : (8~̀:�1; ~̀0) `CFL e2 : �2~̀= gen(A; �1) ~̀0 = fl(A)I;C;A `CFL let f = e1 in e2 : �2 [Let℄I;C;A; f : (8~̀:�1; ~̀0) `CFL e1 : �1I;C;A; f : (8~̀:�1; ~̀0) `CFL e2 : �2~̀= gen(A; �1) ~̀0 = fl(A) j�1j = �I;C;A `CFL letre f :� = e1 in e2 : �2 [Re℄I ` � �i+ �0 : ' dom' = ~̀ I ` ~̀0 �i+ ~̀0 I ` ~̀0 �i� ~̀0I;C;A; f : (8~̀:�; ~̀0) `CFL f i : �0 [Inst℄gen(A;�) = fl(�) n fl(A) Figure 7: CFL-Based System POLYFLOWCFLI;C `CFL ` ` C ` `1 � `2I;C ` `1  p `2 [Level℄I; `1 �i+ `2;C ` `1  + `2 [Out℄I; `1 �i� `2;C ` `2  � `1 [In℄I;C ` `0  p `1 I;C ` `1  p `2I;C ` `0  p `2 [Trans℄I ` `1 �i� `0 I;C ` `1  m `2 I ` `2 �i+ `3I;C ` `0  p `3 [Math℄I;C ` `0  + `1 I;C ` `1  � `2I;C `CFL `0  `2 [Stage℄p = +;�;m Figure 8: Flow relation for POLYFLOWCFL



Our solution is given in Figure 8 axiomatizing judgmentsI;C `CFL `1  `2. This judgment means that, under on-straints I and C, there is valid ow from label `1 to `2.Some ow paths only involve ow onstraints in C and arededued diretly from C via rule [Level℄, i.e., if C ` `1 � `2 isderivable, then we dedue ow from `1 to `2. Internally, therules use auxiliary judgments of the form I;C ` `1  + `2,I;C ` `1  � `2 and I;C ` `1  m `2, whih de�ne posi-tive, negative and mathed ow, respetively. Rules with anourrene of p are atually rule shemes for all rules ob-tained by seleting +,� or m for p. Rule [Trans℄ enodestransitivity for all auxiliary relations.Rule [Math℄ introdues mathed ow, of the form I;C ``1  m `2, apturing that the sequene of instantiationedges traversed along a mathed ow path forms a well-parenthesized string, where �i� mathes �i+. Mathed owallows us to reover, on demand, the ow represented byopies of onstraint systems in onstraint opying frame-works. Mathed ow avoids spurious ow paths that in-volve negative and positive instantiation edges from distintinstantiations. In the �rst-order ase, suh paths orrespondto spurious ow from one all site of a funtion f to anotherall site of f .The remaining rules [In℄, [Out℄, and [Stage℄ enode thatsome ow paths may ontain unmathed initial losingparentheses and unmathed �nal open parentheses. The un-mathed parentheses arise beause a ow path may start andend in sopes other than the top-level sope of the program.4.2 CFL formulationWe now formulate ow queries as a ontext-free languagereahability problem (see for example [MR97℄). Given a owgraph G = (I;C; L), onstrut the graph GCFL with nodesL, and the following labeled edges:`1 p�! `2`1 (i�! `2 if `1 �i+ `2 2 I`2 n�! `1`2 )i�! `1 if `1 �i� `2 2 I`1 d�! `2 if `1 � `2 2 CEdges with labels p (n) orrespond to positive (negative)instantiation edges used in the [Out℄ ([In℄) rule of the owrelation. Edges with labels (i and )i orrespond to the in-stantiation edges used in the [Math℄ rule, and d-edges rep-resent ow onstraints.A ow relation I;C `CFL `1  `2 is derivable via rules ofFigure 8 if and only if there exists a path in GCFL where thesequene of labels along the path from `1 to `2 is aeptedby the following grammar with start symbol S:S  P NP  M Pj p Pj �N  M Nj n Nj �M  (i M )ij M Mj dj �

Produtions for P aept paths that orresponds to positiveow I;C ` `1  + `2, produtions for N produe negativeow paths, and produtions for M produe mathed owpaths.In pratie, the graph GCFL need not be omputed expli-itly. Instead, the graph losure an be omputed diretly onthe set of onstraints C and I.4.3 ExamplesFigure 9 shows the ow graph and the CFL-graph for anexample program. Funtion idpair is the identity on integerpairs. It is instantiated at site i within f, whih in turn isinstantiated at site j.The top ontains the ow graph G with ow and instan-tiation edges. The bottom ontains the orresponding CFLgraph GCFL where we omit the d labels on ow edges. Thereis a ow path from b to z:`b (i�! � d�! � )i�! `1 p�! `zwhere the ow from `b to `1 forms a mathed ow path thatis expliit in a system based on onstraint opying.One advantage of using the type-based approah to owanalysis presented here is that it deals diretly with higher-order programs. The type-theoreti notions of polarity andontra-variane are essential here, and are exploited in ourannotation of polarities on instantiation edges. Appendix Aontains an example (Figure 13) of a higher-order ow graphand its ow interpretation.Interestingly, the ow relation of [FRD00b℄ without sub-typing emerges by ollapsing all M -produtions to �, or-responding to an equational interpretation of the subtyperelation. The ow relation thereby beomes regular, andow queries beome linear time in the size of the ow graph.Our present results show that the addition of subtyping or-responds to a passage from regular to ontext-free ow.4.4 SoundnessSoundness of our ow relation I;C `CFL `1  `2 is non-obvious and requires proof, whih we provide in our teh-nial report [FRD00a℄. To prove soundness we use a la-beled polymorphi subtyping system alled POLYFLOWopy(we refer the reader to [FRD00a℄ for the de�nition). Thissystem is similar to a standard opy-based system studied byMossin in [Mos96℄. It indues a ow relation, denoted `p,whih arises from the relation `CFL (Figure 8) by removingrule [Math℄. The soundness theorem states that our owrelation `CFL is a sound approximation to the relation `p.Sine soundness has been established for opy-based systemsby Mossin [Mos96℄, soundness of our notion of ow follows.Tehnially, we showTheorem 4.1 (Soundness) For every judgmentI;C;A `CFL e : �derivable in POLYFLOWCFL there exist C0, I0, A0 suh thatthe judgment C0; I0;C0;A0 ` e : �is derivable in POLYFLOWopy and suh that, for all labels `and `0 ourring in e one hasI0;C0 `p ` `0 ) I;C `CFL ` `0
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S  P NP  M Pj p Pj �N  M Nj n Nj �Ki  M )iM  (i Kij M Mj dj �Figure 10: Grammar for CFL queries.This theorem implies that, for any program typablein POLYFLOWCFL, the indued ow logi `CFL over-approximates the indued relation `p of POLYFLOWopy.A ore step in the proof onsists in showing that our no-tion of CFL-based ow reovers all impliit substitutions 'ion onstraint systems needed in opy-based derivations, asexplained in Setion 2.3. The presene of polymorphi re-ursion is a ompliating fator for the proof, and our proofuses ideas introdued in [Mos96℄.Conversely, by turning label substitutions into instanti-ation onstraints, it is easy (tedious, but not diÆult) tosee that any typing in POLYFLOWopy gives rise to a typ-ing in POLYFLOWCFL suh that the indued ow relationof POLYFLOWCFL is soundly approximated by the induedow relation of POLYFLOWopy.5 AlgorithmLet e be an expliitly typed program, and let n denote itstextual size. Thus, n measures the size of the program texttogether with the type annotations. Furthermore, let m de-note the textual size of the type erasure of e (the type erasureof e arises from e by deleting all type annotations from e).Thus, m measures the size of e when type annotations aredisregarded. We show how to ompute ow queries for aterm e of type-erasure size m, and with type-annotated sizen. Our algorithm takes O(n3) time for omputing individualor all queries. In the worst ase, the size n is exponentiallylarger than m, although n will typially be lose to m inpratie [Mit96℄.5.1 Constraint derivationThe type rules in Figure 7 diretly serve as onstraint in-ferene rules. As is standard for inferene systems, the useof the subsumption rule [Sub℄ is restrited to the argumentderivation in [App℄, the branhes in [Cond℄, and the bindingin [Re℄. Constraints are inferred at rules [Inst℄ and [Sub℄ byusing the rules of Figures 6 and 4 in reverse, i.e., to obtainthe onlusion, we generate the onstraints required by theanteedents. To guarantee the well-formedness of instantia-tion onstraints, rule (3) must be enfored.After onstraint derivation we produe the graph GCFLaording to the desription given in Setion 4.2.



W = edges of GCFLG0 = ;for eah prodution A � and node `add ` A�! ` to W;while W not emptyremove edge e = `1 B�! `2 from W;(1) if e not in G0 doadd e to G0;for eah rule r of the form A B(2) add `1 A�! `2 to W;for eah rule r of the form A B Cadd `1 to pred r(`2);for eah `3 in sur(`2)(3) add `1 A�! `3 to W;endendfor eah rule r of the form A C Badd `2 to sur(`1);for eah `0 in predr(`1)(4) add `0 A�! `2 to W;endendendifend Figure 11: CFL algorithm5.2 Cubi time algorithmWe follow [MR97, MR00℄ and normalize the grammar for theCFL problem suh that the right hand sides of produtionsontain at most two symbols (terminals or non-terminals),resulting in the grammar shown in Figure 10. The generiCFL-algorithm in [MR97, MR00℄ has worst ase omplexityO(j�j3n3), where � is the set of terminals and non-terminalsused. Our grammar has j�j = O(m).As is observed in [MR97, MR00℄, the generi upperbound of O(j�j3n3) an be substantially improved in spe-i� appliations by exploiting the properties of the gram-mars that arise. Thus, we an improve the upper boundO(m3n3) by using the generi algorithm of Figure 11 andtaking advantage of spei� properties of our grammar. Weshow that the algorithm runs in time O(n3) for the grammarin Figure 10. The proof of the following theorem is given inAppendix B.Theorem 5.1 Given I, C, `, `0, answering a ow queryI;C `CFL `  `0 is deidable in time O(n3). Moreover, theentire ow relation derivable from I and C is omputable intime O(n3).This result improves the best previously known algo-rithm, given by Mossin [Mos96℄, from O(n8) to O(n3), whenpolymorphi reursion is inluded and from O(n7) to O(n3)when it is not. The gain is in both ases realized by avoidingrepeated opies and simpli�ations of onstraint sets, andalso by avoiding iterating the inferene to obtain �xpointsfor the polymorphi reursive type shemes.On termination, the algorithm produes a graph G0 on-taining all possible edges labeled by non-terminals of the
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`1 )j��p ����1������� �2>>>>>>>� `zFigure 12: Type polymorphi examplegrammar. To answer a query for ow from `1 to `2 we sim-ply need to inspet G0 for an S-edge from `1 to `2.5.3 Demand-driven algorithmAlthough the algorithm in Figure 11 is not diretly demand-driven, the CFL-formulation allows straight-forward adapta-tion of the tehnique in [HRS95, Rep98℄, yielding a demand-driven algorithm.6 Polymorphi and reursive type strutureIn this setion we show that our tehniques remain e�etive,when the underlying types are polymorphi and reursive.6.1 Polymorphi type struturePOLYFLOWCFL type derivations are polymorphi in labelsbut not in the underlying type struture. Extending poly-morphism to the underlying type struture results in moreompliated ow queries. Sine type variables are instanti-ated to arbitrary labeled types at instanes, ow paths thattraverse a type polymorphi funtion may involve travers-ing type onstrutor edges from hild to parent and bak.Consider the example from Figure 9, but with idpair beingthe polymorphi identity funtion, instead of the identityon integer pairs. The resulting type instantiation graph isshown in Figure 12. We use h� for labels annotating typevariable �. The ow path from `b to `z has the form`b [�2��! � (i�! h�1 ! h�2 )i�! � ℄�2��! `1 p�! `zand involves traversing onstrutor edges between pair typesand their right hild. We label onstrutor edges with theonstrutor  and the hild index j. Traversing suh anedge from hild to parent orresponds to an opening paren-thesis [j , and traversing from parent to hild orrespondsto a losing parenthesis ℄j . At �rst sight, the resulting owqueries appear to involve interleaved mathings of instanti-ation parentheses and onstrutor parentheses. In general,



in the presene of unbounded data strutures suh as lists,interleaved mathings de�ne the intersetion of two ontextfree languages, and ow-relations indued from them be-ome undeidable by a reent result of Reps [Rep00℄. Inthe absene of reursive types however, polymorphi typestruture is bounded and guarantees that there always ex-ists a ow path where the two mathings are perfetly nested(this follows abstratly from the fat that the intersetion ofa ontext-free language and a regular language is ontext-free). As a result, the path is given by a single ontext-freegrammar, and all ow queries remain omputable in O(n3)time. Our observations above show that bounded type stru-ture an generally be exploited to eliminate the interleavedmathing problem. This may, however, ome at the ostof approximating the ow relation when unbounded datastrutures are present, as we will disuss next.6.2 Reursive typesReursive types represent regular in�nite type struture.The most general labeling of suh strutures involves in-�nitely many distint labels. The undeidability result ofReps [Rep00℄ suggests that there exists no partial labelingwithout loss of preision. However, we an use regular la-belings of reursive types, where labels repeat in reursiveunfoldings. Suh labelings introdue spurious ow betweenunrelated parts of the reursive type but enable us to om-pute a �nite and sound approximation of the interproeduralow. This tehnique again amounts to exploiting boundedtype struture (whih in the ase of reursive types is im-posed by approximation) to eliminate the interleaved math-ing problem. Our report [FRD00a℄ has more details.7 Related workMossin [Mos96℄ studies the problem of interproedural owomputation with polymorphi subtyping inluding poly-morphi reursion. His system is based on onstraint opy-ing and simpli�ation. Our tehniques improve the asymp-toti omplexity of ow omputations and obviates the needto opy and simplify onstraints during inferene. We provesoundness by redution to the soundness of the system stud-ied by Mossin. In [Mos98℄, Mossin desribes type-based,higher-order value ow graps. In this work, it is noted thatit would be desirable if type-based ow graphs ould be usedto express well-mathed ow paths in the style of [RHS95℄(see below). Our work shows that, indeed, this is possible.Our use of instantiation onstraints draws on Henglein'swork on semi-uni�ation [Hen93℄. Dussart et. al. [DHM95a℄present a opy-based algorithm for binding time analysis us-ing subtyping and polymorphi reursion. The unpublishedwork [DHM95b℄ seeks a solution in terms of semi-uni�ation.Our work shares motivation with [DHM95b℄ but our mainresults on mathed ow and CFL-reahability are new.The work of Reps, Horwitz and Sagiv [RHS95, MR00℄provided the onnetion between CFL-reahability problemsand interproedural, ontext-sensitive analysis. The work[RHS95℄ onerns ontext-sensitive (interproedurally pre-ise) analysis of �rst order programs manipulating atomidata. Well-mathed paths are used to selet interproe-durally valid all-return sequenes. The work [MR00℄ on-tains a higher-order but ontext-insensitive analysis. Well-mathed paths are used for data-dependene analysis, i.e., tomodel anellation properties of data onstrutors and de-strutors to trak the ow of data through data-strutures.

Reps [Rep00℄ has shown that the ombination of the twotehniques { ontext-sensitive data-dependene analysis {results in an unomputable analysis problem. In ontrast,our type-based tehniques onern ontext-sensitive (in thesense of type polymorphism) analysis of higher-order pro-grams manipulating possibly strutured data of �nite type.Unbounded data-strutures an be inorporated via �niteapproximation using reursive types. The tehniques of[HRS95, Rep98℄ for answering ow queries on demand trans-fer to our setting via our CFL-reahability formulation.By inorporating subtyping, the present paper providesa substantial generalization of [FRD00b℄, where we desribea ow analysis with instantiation onstraints but withoutsubtyping. In this setting, CFL-reahability speializes tolinear-time graph reahability.In Lakwit [OJ97℄, O'Callahan and Jakson de�ne a re-lation alled ompatibility. Compatibility is undireted andan be understood as a speial ase of our ow relation,similar to the one in [FRD00b℄.Heintze and MAllester [HM97℄ present a demand-driven, type-based ow-analysis for ML. Like ours, theiranalysis traes ow paths on type graphs, but ow pathsare not ontext-sensitive.Gustavsson and Svenningsson [GS00℄ have reently de-veloped a usage analysis with polymorphi subtyping us-ing onstraint abstrations to suintly represent onstraintsystems. It is possible that their onstraint abstrationsould be used to obtain ow analysis with properties similarto ours.8 ConlusionWe have presented an O(n3) algorithm for omputingontext-sensitive, diretional ow information for higher-order programs (n is the size of the typed program). Thissubstantially improves on the best previously known )(n8)algorithm. Our tehnique is based on a novel presentation ofpolymorphi subtyping with instantiation onstraints. Wethereby applied CFL-reahability tehniques to the settingof type-based and higher-order ow analysis with strutureddata of �nite type. Unbounded data-strutures an be in-orporated via �nite approximation using reursive types.A novel aspet of our tehniques is that they obviate theneed to opy onstraint systems globally, and they supportdemand-driven ow omputation over a lean, graph-basedabstration. This may turn out to be a major bene�t of ourapproah in pratie.AknowledgementsWe would like to thank David Melski and Tom Reps forvaluable disussions onerning ontext-free language reah-ability. We would also like to thank Fritz Henglein for dis-ussions on polymorphi reursion. Finally, we would liketo thank our reviewers for their detailed omments on thispaper.Referenes[AWP97℄ A. Aiken, E.L. Wimmers, and J. Palsberg. Op-timal representations of polymorphi types withsubtyping. In Proeedings Theoretial Aspets ofComputer Software, pages 47{77. LNCS 1281,1997.
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Observe how the path enters app through instane i andthen emerges bak along the edge`0 )i�! `1The polarity of this edge was determined to be positive,beause the polarity of the argument type `f within thetype of app is itself negative. The path then traverses id oninstane j and reenters app at instane i through`5 (i�! `6before �nally emerging along the edge`7 )i�! �The example shows that in the higher-order ase, the traver-sal of an instantiation edge does not orrespond diretlyto an argument passing or return step as in the �rst-orderase. In this example the path traverses app twie throughinstane i.B Complexity proofConstraint generation produes a ow onstraint set C ofsize O(n), and an instantiation onstraint set of size O(mn).The m fator in the size of I is a diret result of the extrainstantiation onstraints added on free labels at rule [Inst℄.Without these, we generate only O(n) instantiation on-straints. Our tehnial report [FRD00a℄ shows a variantof the algorithm presented here, produing only O(n) on-straints.Constraint generation an be implemented in time pro-portional to the number of derived onstraints. The onlynon-obvious steps are in rules [Let℄ and [Re℄, where weavoid using gen(A;�1) to �nd the quanti�able labels andavoid reomputing the vetor ~̀0 = fl(A). The �rst problemis solved with an extra subsumption step on �1 � �01 guar-anteeing that all labels in �01 are fresh. Binding this typein plae of �1 allows instantiation of all labels ourring in�01 at all instanes. As for the seond problem, labels ~̀0 anbe aumulated inrementally in the abstration rule [Lam℄one and for all. The details of this are standard and anbe found in [FRD00a℄.Grammar 10 has m terminals (i; )i and m non-terminalsKi, sine the number of distint instantiations i is linear inthe program size and independent of the type size.Theorem 5.1 Given I, C, `, `0, answering a ow queryI;C `CFL `  `0 is deidable in time O(n3). Moreover, theentire ow relation derivable from I and C is omputable intime O(n3).Proof: The proof is in two steps. We �rst give a suboptimalbound to show that the generi algorithm in Figure 11 om-putes all derivable paths in time O(en+ un2 + bn3). Here eis the number of epsilon produtions, u is the number of dis-tint unary grammar produtions of the form A  B, andb is the number of distint binary grammar produtions ofthe form A B C. Applied to our partiular CFL problem(grammar of Figure 10) where e = 3, u = 1, and b = 2m,we obtain an initial omplexity of O(mn3) for omputing allpairs reahability. In the seond step we tighten the om-plexity to O(n3) by exploiting the partiular struture ofonstraints generated by POLYFLOWCFL.
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`4\ \ `bOO `wFigure 13: Higher-order example (only relevant edges shown)We assume that given an edge labeled B, we an indexthrough B the rules r that apply in the for-loops withoutlooking at rules that don't apply.The algorithm uses a work list W and adds edges to theresult graph G0. For eah node ` and eah prodution r ofthe form A B C of the grammar, we use two sets pred r(`)and sur(`) ontaining the predeessors of ` reahable viaan edge labeled B, and the suessors of ` reahable via anedge labeled C.Step 1. To see that the bound O(en+ un2 + bn3) holds,onsider that the number of steps needed to add all edgesfor epsilon-produtions is en. Now onsider the statementlabeled (2) in the algorithm. For a �xed unary rule r andnode `1, this statement is exeuted at most n times, sinethe test at (1) guarantees that we see eah edge at mostone. There are u rules and n nodes `1, thus the overallnumber of exeutions of statement (2) is un2 times. Nextonsider the statement labeled (3) in the algorithm dealingwith produtions of the form A  B C. For a partiularnode `2 and partiular binary prodution r, this statementis exeuted at most n2 times, beause there are at most ndistint predeessors in pred r(`2) and n distint suessorsin sur(`2) that an be paired up. The test at (1) guar-antees that we never add a node twie to a buket pred r orsur. Sine there are b distint produtions and n distintnodes `2, we obtain the bound O(bn3). The argument forprodutions of the form A C B is analogous. The overallomplexity bound of the algorithm is thus O(en+un2+bn3).Step 2. The omplexity bound given above an be tight-ened by onsidering u and b to be the average number ofgrammar rules that apply at any partiular node. In thatase it doesn't matter what the number of overall distintgrammar rules are. The omplexity is solely determined by

the average number of rules that apply at eah node. Theoverall omplexity improves in the ase where u and b areonstant at eah node, but the produtions are drawn froma non-onstant set of distint produtions (in our ase, thereare 2m distint produtions).As an example onsider the family of O(m) produtionsof the formM  (i Ki. If we an bound the average numberof edges labeled (i on all nodes in our initial ow graphby a onstant, then on average only a onstant number ofprodutions of the formM  (i Ki apply at any node. Thishinges on the fat that the algorithm does not add any newedges labeled with terminals (i.If we disount the instantiation self-loops of the form` �ip��! ` added through rule [Inst℄ for the moment, we ob-tain the desired bounds on b. On average at any label, onlya onstant number of produtions apply. However, the num-ber of self-loops added through rule [Inst℄ is O(m) per labelin the worst ase. Fortunately, the omplexity analysis forgeneral binary rules given above an be tightened due tothe self-loop. Consider rule M  (i Ki, when applied to aself-loop. The situation is as follows:`(i $$ `0Kio oFor a �xed ` and �xed i, the number of times this ruletriggers is at most n, sine there are at most n labels `0onneted to ` via an edge Ki. Sine there are at mostm suh self-loops on ` and n distint labels `, the numberof exeutions of line 3 in the CFL algorithm involving self-loops is bounded by O(mn2). The same argument appliesto Ki  M )i, thereby proving the ubi bound of thetheorem. �


